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An ideal birthday gift for anybody more than you. Beautifully illustrated. A humorous
compendium of ill-conceived assistance and misunderstood life-lessons offering a plethora of
affectionate elder abuse.Wisdom of the Aged. Remember, Unless you desire to die, read this
reserve. Maybe you'll change your mind.
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For everybody 60 and older! A must read for each and every Baby Boomer! By the way, it's rated
PG-65. Entertaining, honest and witty. Enables you to want to embrace lifestyle and stop taking
into consideration the inevitable.! Laugh out loud funny. This book is indeed funny I thought I'd
die laughing This book is so funny I thought I'd die laughing. Since I didn't die, I ate a pie. Highly
recommended This book is funny as hell. Maybe even funnier. It's a great gift to talk about with
friends and relatives I bought 10 copies of this clever coffee table reserve for those folks who
are exceptional joys of senior living! This book will make you laugh until you cry! I would
recommend it for anybody who takes aging as well seriously.laugh! You may as well laugh about
it. This reserve is funny." One word: FUNNY! :) FUNNY, FUNNY, FUNNY AND MORE FUNNY! You'll
Die Laughing 'Dead Is the New Sick' is a darkly funny information book for the older among us.
Jimmy Huston has brought up some topics that basically produced me laugh because he is so
spot on! Jimmy Huston makes the little idiosyncrasies that people experience each day
something to take pleasure from!) Very highly recommended! Humor is hard. This most amusing
book will cause you to do just that. Meanwhile there's excellent advice about what to do next
time some young fool pulls up beside you at a stop light with his music blasting. If you want to
laugh out loud (and everybody knows how great laughing is for us outdated folk), buy this
publication! This Reserve is Funny and True If you like your humor dark, clever, and very funny
this is the book for you. Huston wraps up the inevitability of our lives in a book that is both
hilarious and true. And he'll offer you some things to consider as long as you're laughing. The
publication isn't very long and that means you won't age much as long as you're reading it.
(You'll understand why comment when you read the book. Lots of Laughs and Some Damned
Good Advice If you are older like me, you've no doubt contemplated the truth that you are likely
to leave this earth, some way, and time is getting short. In order to laugh out loud (and we all
know how good laughing is for us old folk) This book was delivered to me as a gift, and I'm so
grateful! I wish this wasn't so funny. It's hilarious and mostly true. I can't wait to try it out.
Huston's insightful look at the aging procedure, its issues and how to meet them with humor. A
delightfully twisted undertake the joys of aging. I want this wasn't therefore funny. It's the sort
of "laugh-at-existence" humor that's an easy task to digest and doesn't take a rocket scientist to
understand. Five Stars A perfect birthday gift for all those of us getting "up there" in age. I
thoroughy loved this reserve. I now plan to purchase it as gifts for everyone I know because of
their milestone birthdays. Great gift for just about any BIG birthday I desire this wasn't so true.
It's a great gift to share with friends and relatives. Great gift for just about any BIG birthday. Or
for yourself if you are feeling sorry for yourself.... "Dying is easy.
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